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"You, the people, have the power to make this life free and

beautiful, to make this life a wonderful adventure. Then in the

name of democracy, let us use that power. Let us all unite. Let

us fight for a new world, a decent world that will give men a

chance to work, that will give youth a future and old age a

security."

 

 
–Charlie Chaplin, American Comedian

"The moment you think something is impossible, that

impossible just became your reality."
 

 

–Anonymous

 

"I still believe that it's up to me to make the difference."
 

–Garry Kasparov, Chess Grandmaster

 



Our Beliefs
We believe that all men have goodness in their hearts, in the idea that if we do

good, good things will also reciprocate and cause a domino effect across our

community and extend beyond to unimaginable degrees. We believe that our

utility project provides good for the space, and allows new communities that hasn't

fully considered cryptocurrency as a source of exchange to finally do so in this new

age of currency.

We believe that the idea of cryptocurrency should be made available freely in terms

of spreading knowledge of a relatively new decentralized and efficient means of

exchange. As a community and as members of society, we stand behind the idea of

working together in unity and believe we can achieve great things when it is done

together with purpose and haste. 

Our Philosophy
We as a community are fascinated by the power of compound, the single greatest

source of force in the Universe, a phenomenon claimed by Albert Einstein to be the

8th wonder of the world. 

The germination of an idea starts from a single source then it can spread and take

root into the community and soon adoption of the concept begins to initiate. When

the majority and mainstream also agrees, the idea and concept then becomes

something else entirely. It becomes a new way of doing things.

DogeZilla's flag ship utility use-case known as Vault is based entirely on this

concept of permeating good to the world by reducing scams in the crypto-sphere

and continually exploring the potential of new innovative concepts executed in the

most compound fashion for mass adoption in society. 
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About Us
DogeZilla is a community driven project, sprouted out of necessity due to

the increasing scams and rugpulls around the crypto-space. After

countless scams experienced by the Founder (9ZEROES) and Co-Founder

(SHILL4DAYZ), the two victims who have never met in person – completely

online acquaintances decided to take action, to make a project and token

for the community that will serve a legitimate purpose.

The Founder, having a marketing & development background and

experience in crypto-space since early 2012s saw the opportunity to create

a real project driven by a strong loyal community. 

DogeZilla community project started as a memecoin but after an insightful

conversation with close friends & family inside a close knit community, a

thought became a refined idea that quickly developed into a disruptive

utility use-case.

That was when the Vault was born...

Mission & Vision
DogeZilla's mission is to change the space and make it safer for the global

crypto community, specifically in new token launches where most of the

issues exist revolving crypto scams. 

The vision of 9ZEROES is a future where all legitimate crypto launches are

authenticated thru DogeZilla Vault and community trusts the Vault verified

badge to gauge each launch for project safety.  Obviously, it is not a 100%

fool-proof method because that simply doesn't exist in this space, but

reducing risk to the highest degree is the purpose of Vault. 
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Potential Loss 
Due to Scams
(in Billions USD)

Scams in Crypto
Cryptocurrency market is growing 30% per year,

scams are also expected to rise relative to the growth

in crypto market.¹

In 2019, a total recorded of $4 billion USD were stolen from millions of investors

worldwide and expected to grow if security is not tightened.² At at 30% growth

rate, scams can also be expected to grow to a staggering $19.3 billion USD by
2025.

With 80% of ICO (initial coin offering) being scams, demands for better security is

rapidly increasing among crypto investors globally.³ Without much progress in

cryptocurrency security over the past decade have resulted in billions upon

billions of dollars in loss. As crypto industry inevitably grows in the near future,

DogeZilla Vault will fill a gap and need in the industry, increasing its adoption

among developers and community members alike. 

https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/04/12/2208331/0/en/At-30-CAGR-CryptoCurrency-Market-

Cap-Size-Value-Surges-to-Record-5-190-62-Million-by-2026-Says-Facts-Factors.html

https://www.technologyreview.com/2020/01/30/275964/cryptocurrency-ponzi-scams-chainalysis/

https://www.investopedia.com/news/80-icos-are-scams-report/

References: 

1.

2.

3.

https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/04/12/2208331/0/en/At-30-CAGR-CryptoCurrency-Market-Cap-Size-Value-Surges-to-Record-5-190-62-Million-by-2026-Says-Facts-Factors.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/en/news-release/2021/04/12/2208331/0/en/At-30-CAGR-CryptoCurrency-Market-Cap-Size-Value-Surges-to-Record-5-190-62-Million-by-2026-Says-Facts-Factors.html
https://www.investopedia.com/news/80-icos-are-scams-report/
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DogeZilla Vault
"Together, we will make crypto safer for all."
                                                        –9ZEROES (Founder), DogeZilla

So if you've ever participated in a

token launch before you have

probably experienced a scam or

rugpull. It is definitely not a surprise

that inside this cryptospace, with

decentralized systems and anonymity

being at the center of it all, criminal

activities will arise.

9ZEROES, the Founder of DogeZilla,

have had many successful token

launch experiences but also

countless scam experiences as well.

After a multitude of bad experiences,

talks with his brothers about scams

begin to take place and the idea of a

token that prevented bad launches

germinated from that point forward.

Months later, the concept finally took

root after the Founder met the Co-

Founder to create DogeZilla, which

was merely a memecoin at the time.

But as time progressed inside of their

tight-knit community group, a

disruptive utility use case concept

begin to flourish into what we now

call the DogeZilla Vault.

DogeZilla Vault was the concept

sprouted from the early inner core

group community members,

particularly from the brothers and

close friends of the Founder. Vault

was the concept of a safer crypto

environment during new token

launches which was critically one of

the most risky investment events an

investor can make.

The way Vault would work is simply

verify developers through the

platform via highly secured network

protocol on web/mobile app. Once

verified as a developer, developers

would receive a verified badge with

Dogezilla Vault verified ID along with

their own extension on subdomain

(Vault.DogeZilla.com/token-name) to

prove to community they have passed

Vault and less of a risk to community.

Ideally, community members will

learn to seek for the Vault badge and

adopt the concept to avoid scams,

permitting them some level of

safeguard to their investments. 
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Vault, Diving Deeper 
Vault is not just simply a doxxing process, its much

more than that.

You as an investors or as a developer might be asking "Why would community

members adopt Vault?" or "Why would any Developer consider using Vault?"  

The answer to that question is simple: if we, as a community, want to put an end to

these scams and rugpulls and build project confidence in this space, we must be

ready to adopt new protocols and disruptive ideas such as Vault. Not the regular

KYC or public doxxing process that has failed over time and time again, but a new

platform built by the people, for the people. 

We aren't the traditional KYC third parties that just spit out a PDF document for

you with all the basic normal auditing function checks and basic identity

verification. With Vault, we plan to do much more than that and we go much

deeper. Vault is a rigorous security platform that digs deep into the developer's

track history, wallets, projects, social network accounts, scam scanning,

investigate previous projects & contracts, fraud detection in bank accounts and all

details of the developer running the project. It is what we call a complete security

platform for privatize doxxing.

The benefits that it can bring for new and existing Developers is game-changing.

Benefits to Developer is an overall increased project confidence from community

members that recognize our Vault Badge. We strive to make our Vault Badge the

"HTTPS" of the crypto world. Like any website browser, you wouldn't enter

sensitive information such as your SSN or credit card if it is not secured.

Community members will quickly learn that new projects without the Vault badge

may deem it too risky of a project. However, projects with Vault verified badges

will brings a level of safeguard from potential scams. 

You can now grasp why the Vault concept is such an extraordinary new way of

doing things in the crypto space and begin to realize the important role it has in

creating a safer crypto environment for future of crypto.



Long-term Goals
At DogeZilla our long term goal is to increase security in the crypto market.

We believe in our project is game changing and truly for the better of

crypto. Our disruptive approach and compound fashion of doing things

will ensure we carve and fill a gap in this space that is apparently much

needed. 

1. Adoption of Vault Platform – Developers looking for community
confidence and Community investors looking for a safe project.

2. Increase Safety in Cryptosphere – Vault's purpose in the space is to
provide a level of safeguard and reduce penetration of scams and schemes.

3. Community Driven Project – The flexibility of community project is we
can continuous evolve as needed and expand beyond Security.

Quarterly Goals
2021 Quarter 3 – Launch & Coin Market Cap Listing

2021 Quarter 4 – Audit Certik & Vault App Beta

2022 Quarter 1 – Vault App for iOS/Android & Web Platform

2022 Quarter 2 – Refinement & Updates to DogeZilla Vault

Into the Future – Continued marketing push to community for Vault &

Security adoption globally and outreach to developers to adopt platform

for higher level of confidence from community & safer crypto environment.

Other disruptive concepts may arise and may be considered from the

community to further our adaption with the ever-evolving cryptosphere.
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Vault Platform
The Vault consist of two branches of security

check. Developer History and Project Verification.

Our algorithm we use for project verification

remains confidential to prevent exploitations.

When a developer takes interest in verifying their project on our platform, they are

taken to our DogeZilla App soon to be available on iOS/Android devices or can go  

on the website. Once there, the developer submits a project for review, and

submits all necessary documentation to do a full private doxxing process all

behind doors keeping developer identity safe. 

After developer pass the initial stage of verification, they are then transferred the

to the next stage to verify the project for multitudes of criteria to ensure their

project will be safe for the community.



Expansion
DogeZilla community is made to adapt to new

changes in the cryptospace and as we move to the

future, our members will continuously innovate and

bring new ground breaking concepts for future

projects.

Currently, we are primarily focused on Security because we believe this space

require the most amount of work and truly believe our platform is clearly a game-

changer in the space. Imagine a new world of crypto launches where investors

and developers alike can have a trust in one another on common ground. That is

essentially the impact DogeZilla Vault will have in the space, enabling

developers and investors to have confidence and trust in each other meanwhile

reducing scams & potential rugpulls. It is clearly a better future for crypto. 

When the time is right, we may expand to other areas in the cryptospace. We find

many areas of crypto interesting such as DeFi, NFTs, Gaming, Exchanges,

Blockchain Innovations, and Swaps. But for now our focus will be on Security

and providing the best level of Developer verification platform and most-trusted

security badge for all crypto investors. 

Our goal is to make DogeZilla Vault a household name.
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DogeZilla Team
Two acquaintances and a group of close-

knit family and friends.

What started as a private community with the two founders quickly

grew to a close family/friend community that branched out into what

now is DogeZilla. Our community is grown organically from the root.

We continue to push the power behind organic growth to our

members, and continue to emphasize the importance of word of

mouth relational to longevity. Our +2 tradition is a task which every

member's duty is to add their family & friends as being a valued

member of community. This strategy allows our community to grow to

a limitless society.

Contact
Come join our community on Telegram

and visit our website to learn more about

DogeZilla and our project.

       t.me/DogeZillaCoin

       www.DogeZillaCoin.com

       @DogeZillaCoin 

       @DogeZillaCoin

       info@DogeZillaCoin.com

http://t.me/DogeZillaCoin
http://www.dogezillacoin.com/
https://twitter.com/DOGEZILLACOIN
https://medium.com/@DogeZillaCoin
mailto:info@DogeZillaCoin.com


© 2021 DogeZilla. All Rights Reserved

Disclaimer:

DogeZilla and DogeZilla Vault and all products and future products offered by
DogeZilla is a product of the DogeZilla Team & community and does not promise to
mitigate all potential risks involved in new token launches or promise to make a
return on your investment. DogeZilla and DogeZilla Vault does not promise to
prevent potential scams or rugpulls no matter how thorough the verification and
doxxing process and due diligence or effective of DogeZilla Vault algorithm may be
there is always a risk for developer or project to be abandoned at the discretion of
developers and we advise all investors to "do your own research" and make your
own judgement based upon our findings in the verification process and cast your
own judgement on the developer and project. By using DogeZilla Vault or utilizing
DogeZilla Vault verified badge, developer and investor are liable for their own
actions and investments. DogeZilla and the DogeZilla team are not responsible for
any losses that may arise from utilizing any of DogeZilla products such as DogeZilla
Vault or any intellectual property of DogeZilla. 


